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Abstract 

We present the experimental evaluation of a system which improves the search result of the Google using the Cross language 

information retrieval (CLIR) and Location based web search. We perform the testing of the system on the basis of the different 

set of experiments on the single word, phrases and sentence based queries. Using this System the user will get the web pages in 

their own native languages. For e.g. if the location of the user is “Maharashtra “then it will give the search result in “Marathi 

language” and if peoples of Maharashtra wants to retrieve the search results in the other languages then this is also possible.   
Keywords: GPS, Location Tracking, CLIR, GPS, Query 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

“Refinement of Search results of the Google using the Cross Lingual Reference and GPS Technique” improves the search results 

of the Google by providing the location based web search. Based on the current location of the user or the hosting device, the 

native language of the user will be determined. Current location of the user will be obtained with the help of Google’s GPS 

service i.e. Google Geolocation API. Now native language information retrieval will be implemented with the help of CLIR.This 

System aims to perform the location based search that uses the equivalent word of the query terms in the native languages based 

on the current location of the user to provide the highly relevant search results of the Google. 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this project a System has been designed to improve search result of Google using Cross Lingual Cross Language Information 

Retrieval. We have proposed a methodology for retrieving the search results of the Google using gps based or location based. In 

this the user will get the result of the Goggle search result in their own native languages automatically. Using this methodology 

we detect a user’s location and provide customized search based on that location. So location based search will be helpful for 

users for searching in their own language. Block diagram of proposed system is shown in fig 1. 

The two modules of the project are GPS Tracking Module and Search Module. 

 GPS Tracking Module: A.

The GPS Tracking module provide the current location of the user. This module will firstly calculate the latitude and longitude 

of the current location of the hosting device with the help of Google Geolocation API .Then based on the values of latitude and 

longitude, the address will be calculated. The GPS Tracking module will use the Reverse Geocoding for providing the address of 

the user.GPS tracking module will show full address of the user .Then based on the location of the user ,native language of that 

area  will be retrieved .The GPS module will be helpful for performing the Google Search according to locations. Query 

submitted by the user will then converted into that language and pass to Google search engine then Google will give the search 

result in that language .So using this project it is possible to obtain the search results according to location so more beneficial to 

native peoples. 

For E.g. The retrieved value of the geographic coordinates of the current location are given below 

Latitude= 26.913564899999997 

Longitude= 75.80108489999999 

The Reverse Geocoding of the latitude and longitude will give the address 

 Current location Address- L-1 To L-4, Panch Batti, C Scheme, Ashok Nagar, Jaipur, Rajasthan 302001, India 

 Language-Hindi 

 Search Module: B.

The Search module enables the user to enter the query in one language and then provide the information about the query terms in 

their own native languages as a search result of Google. This module will provide the GUI screen where user enters their query 

http://support.google.com/websearch/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=179386
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in English language and then the system will give result in local language of the current location.  The Search module will 

translate the query entered by the user into the native language with the help of Google translate API. Then this translated query 

will be passed to the Google search engine to provide the search result in the native language of the user based on the current 

location of the user.  

For E.g.  Users search a Query “Pranav Mukharjee”. If the native language of the user is Hindi then the translated query will 

be प्रणव मुखर्जी and pass this translated query to Google. 

 
Fig. 1: Block diagram of the proposed system 

III. EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS 

The Refinement of Google Search results using CLIR approach and GPS improves the search result of the Google by providing 

the location based search result. We have performed the 30 experiments on the single words, phrases and sentences in native 

language Hindi and other languages supported by Google. Table 2 shows the experiments on the single words, Table 3 shows the 

experiments on the phrases query and Table 4 shows the experiments on the sentences. We also compare the output of refined 

system with Google for each query.GPS Tracking Module tracks the current location of the user and provides the native 

language of the user. 

 Experiment  1: Single word Testing A.

We perform the single word testing by searching the query having single words in the different native languages supported by 

Google. Table 2 shows the testing of 10 single words on the basis of the native languages and then provides the ordering of the 

search result first in that native language. For e.g. If user search a query university and his current location is Rajasthan .The 

refined system will provide the search result first in the native language of Rajasthan i.e. Hindi (ववश्वववद्यालय) then other 

languages. Snapshots for the search result of some queries are given below- 
Table – 2: 

Single word query Testing 

S.No. Query Native Language Translated Query 

1 University Hindi विश्िविद्याऱय 

2 Teacher Bengali শিক্ষক 

3 Jaipur Telugu జ ైపూర్ 

4 Education Marathi शिऺण 

5 Student Tamil ாணவர் 

6 College Gujarati કોેજ 

7 Hello Kannada ಹಲ  ೋ 
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8 India Punjabi ਭਾਰਤ ਨ ੂੰ  

9 Minister Malayalam      

10 Shimla Urdu شششش 

The fig 2 shows the search result of the Refined System and Google  for query  “university” if the native language of the user 

is Hindi. The refined system shows the web pages having “विश्िविद्याऱय” . and Google shows the web pages having 

“university” word. 

         
Fig. 2: Search result of the Refined System and Google for single word query 

 Experiment 2: Phrase Testing B.

In phrase testing we search the query having combination of the two or three words i.e. phrases in the different native  languages. 

Testing of the 10 phrases based on different native languages is shown in Table 3. For e.g. If user search a query pranav 

mukharjee i.e. the combination of two words “pranav” and “mukharjee”and his native language is Hindi. The refined system will 

search the web pages having “प्रणब मुखर्जी” first. Snapshots for the search result of some of the phrase queries are given below- 

Table – 3: 

Phrase query Testing 

S.No. Query Native Language Translated Query 

1 pranav nukharjee Hindi प्रणब मुखर्जी 
2 narendra modi Bengali নরেন্দ্র ম োশি 

3 education minister Telugu విద్య మంత్ర ి

4 computer science Marathi संगणक विऻान 

5 himachal Pradesh Tamil ாசலப் பிதேசம் 

6 reserve bank of india Gujarati ભારત રરઝર્વ બેન્ક 

7 Information retrieval Kannada ಮಾಹಿತಿಯನ್ನು ಪುನ್ಃ 

8 Punjab technical university Punjabi ਪੂੰ ਜਾਬ ਦੇ ਤਕਨੀਕੀ ਯ ਨੀਵਰਸਿਟੀ 
9 united states of america Malayalam യുണൈറ്റഡ് സ്റ്റേറ്റസ് ഓഫ് അസ്റ്റേരിക്ക 

10 

 

jammu kashmir 

 
Urdu جججج ججججج 
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The fig 3 shows the search result of the Refined System and Google  for phrase query  “education minister” if the native 

language of the user is Telugu. The refined system shows the web pages having “విద్య మంత్ర”ి  and Google shows the web pages 

having “education minister” word. 

 
Fig. 3: Search result of Refined System and Google for phrase query 

 Experiment 3: Sentence Testing C.

We perform the tests on the sentences in the different languages. Table 4 shows the testing on the 10 sentences. Snapshots for the 

search result of some of the queries in the form are given below- 
Table – 4 

Phrase query Testing 

S.No Query 
Native 

Language 
Translated Query 

1 
selection procedure for staff selection 

commission 
Hindi कममचारी चयन आयोग के शऱए चयन प्रक्रिया 

2 
who is the president of india 

 
Bengali যোেো ভোেরেে মেশিরেন্ট 

3 recruitment in national informatics centre Telugu నేషనల్ ఇనఫర్మాటకి్స్ స ంటర్ లో నియామక 

4 what is GPS technology Marathi र्जीपीएस तंत्रऻान काय आहे 

5 What is the capital of india Tamil இந்ேிாவின் ேலலநகர் என்ன 

6 who is the chief minister of Gujarat Gujarati ગજુરાત ની મખુ્ય પ્રધાન કોણ છે 

7 university of rajasthan, jaipur Kannada ರಾಜಸ್ಾಾನ್ ವಿಶ್ವವಿದ್ಾಾಲಯ, ಜ ೈಪುರ 

8 How to take admission in LPU Punjabi ਐ 'ਚ ਦਾਖਾ ੈਣ ਈ ਸਕਿ ਨ ੂੰ  
9 how to install  java Malayalam ജാവ ഇൻോൾ എങ്ങനെ 

10 terrorist attacks in jammu and Kashmir Urdu 
شششش ششش  ششش شششششش ششش

 شششش

The fig 4  shows the search result of the Refined System and Google  for sentence query  “what is GPS technology” if the 

native language of the user is Marathi. The refined system shows the web pages having “र्जीपीएस तंत्रज्ञान काय आहे”  and Google 

shows the web pages having “what is GPS technology” word. 
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Fig. 4: Search result of Refined System and Google for senetnce query 

IV. APPLICATIONS 

1) This System can be  helpful for immigration department. For eg. Immegration department interact with thousands of the 

Indian native Language speakers which are not able to understand English Languages ,So this project will be beneficial 

for all those peoples by providing the search result in their native languages. 

2) This System can be used for the multilingual population regions so that the people can retrieve the search result in their 

native languages according to their choice. 

3) This system can be used for Tours and Travelling companies. The website of the companies provides the information 

about the tourism sites  to the peoples in their own native languages so that it will be more interactive to peoples 

accessing their website. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Location based search becomes popular for search engines and their users since many of the web documents are available in 

native languages. Location based search provides the search result of the Google in the native languages of the user. . Current 

location information can be used to provide local or native language information using the GPS module. CLIR refines the 

Google search result by retrieving the semantically similar pages of multiple languages. The Refined system works well for the 

different set of the queries and retrieve the search results of the Google in the native languages based on the current location of 

the user. 
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